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1. A Dog 
1) Over the centuries ____________ breeding has pulled at 

the canine 

2) regarded as___________.  

3) their generation time is short and their _________ size  

4) ____________, breeds are, by definition, inbred,  

5) particular pedigrees thus have an _________ experimental 

animal. 

2. Alaska Island 
1) since a Japanese whaling ship ran_________ near the 

western  

2) 100-mile (1,800-km) volcanic ____________ in 1780,  

3) when the ship's infestation ___________ ashore and 

made itself at home.  

3. Allergies  
1) your immune system ___________believes that this  

2) In an attempt to ___________the body, the immune  

3) cause certain cells in the body to ___________chemicals  

4) The histamine then ___________on a person's eyes 

4. Allure of book  
1) always been negative and ___________,  

2) many young readers to ____________  
3) dispositions and desires and to _____________them a 

menu 

5. American executive 
1) has no ___________with the legislature, (关联) 

2) and this lack of ___________between executive ( 
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3) one of the ___________features of American federal 

government. 

4) against executive control by ___________ federal officials 

6. Anderson  
1) all three had to work and _____________with adults,  

2) but all three really ___________ well to children and their 

simpler worlds. 

3) as with most folk and fairy tales, they ___________ adult 

readers 

4) Charming tales of ducks who feel __________because 

they don’t fit in 

5) you’ll discover what special __________ you have. 

6) reveals a darker, harder, more ___________ thread.  

7. Anthropologists 
1) It is commonly said by anthropologists that primitive man 

is_____________ and  

2) morecompletely moulded by his_____________ than 

civilized man.  

3) Simpler societies are more ______________ 

4) a far smaller diversity of _______________skills  

5) this sense is a necessary product of modern 

________society,  

8. Arbitration  
1) There are two main _____________to arbitration.  

2) between themselves to be __________by the judgment  

3) clear body of _________or set of rules that must apply;  

4) the arbitrator is free, ___________to any prior agreement 

5) decide on whatever basis of justice is deemed ________ 

9. Australia and New Zealand 
1) share a common cultural___________. 

2) have small populations by world __________.  

3) In terms of population_____________, Australia and New 

Zealand have much in common. 

4) Both countries have _____________ similar declines  

5)  ____________challenge of providing appropriate care 

and support for this growing group within the community. 

10. Australia Higher Education Funding  
1) in 1974 it _____________full responsibility for funding 

higher education  

2) _______________tuition fees with the intention of  

3) making university ___________ to all Australians  

4) who had the _____________and who wished to 

participate in higher education.  

5) private contributions, ____________student fees 
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6) This enabled university to remain ____________to 

students by  

7) the Australian Government ___________a scheme similar 

to  

8) While the proportion of total __________raised through 

HECS  

11. Bach in Venice and Germany  
1) in Venice and his influence _____________Europe.  

2) his time on the road, _____________and overseeing 

productions of his music.  

3) copied them for performance and _____________some 

for other instruments.  

12. Bats 
1) 22 are __________ to North America.  

2) gardeners should __________ those that do live here 

3) These bats __________ moths, beetles and mosquitoes  

4) crops from such __________ as cucumber beetles 

13. Behavior of Liquids  
1) an influential __________ for interpreting the behaviour of  

2) water has been __________ with election to the Australian  

3) at the time were __________ of describing  

4) properties that __________ those of the fluid. 

14. Biological systems 
1) with signs of __________ engineering are unlikely to have  

2) their __________ must come from natural selection,  

3) and hence should have __________useful for survival  

15. Bizarre Universe  
1) made up from a mysterious________known as ‘Dark 

Energy’,  

2) ‘Cold Dark Matter’ that can only be ___________through 

its  

3) These __________require a shift in our perception  

4) Copernicus __________that the Earth moves around the 

Sun. 

5) This lecture will ____________the current evidence for 

Dark Energy  

16. Breton language 
1) country was ____________ and known as "Lesser Britain",  

2) many centuries its language ____________ close to the  

3) Cornish and Welsh are ____________as different  

17. Burger King 
1) fallen short of ___________the burger crown, unable to 

surpass  

2) the other three _________have increased. 
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3) The decline has been ____________to inconsistent 

product quality and poor customer service. 

4) need to be ___________before a unified, long-term 

strategy can be put in place. 

5) The _____________ of consistency in brand image and 

messages, at all levels of communication 

6) more consistent and, therefore, more _____________. 

18. C.S. Lewis  
1) had been born three years  _____________ in 1895.  

2)  was not yet  _____________ by bitter civil strife,  

3) Jack played in and  _____________ together.  

19. Cardona salt mountain 
1) The _____________of the mountain was recognized  

2) which began to bolster the young Cardonian 

_____________.  

20. Career 
1) Finding challenging or _____________ employment may  

2) in order to find your _____________ and pursue it. 

3) an alternate _____________ should a current career . 

21. Charles Darwin  
1) tropical forests were places of ____________intricacy and  

2) naturalists were ____________by the beauty of the Neotropics,  

3) tens of thousands of____________new to science.  

4) they had no idea of its ____________to humankind.  

22. Chaucer’s Tales 
1) Chaucer’s Tales quickly ___________throughout England 

in the early fifteenth century.  

2) ____________ their instant and continued success  

3) oftentimes ___________portrayal of human nature, 

unchanged through 600 years since Chaucer’s time.  

23. Chemistry 
1) as the ___________of chemical changes that occur within 

the body. These changes include the 

2) causing a __________ to pass from one end to the 

3) Other examples include the ____________of oxygen in 

the blood  

4) by a protein as it _____________.  

24. Child-Centric Mother  
1) The first objective is to reveal the __________loaded to the  

2) The second objective is to __________a child centricity scale  

3) __________the data gathered from 257 mother respondents,  

4) statistically significant __________between the high child-

centric 

25. Chimpanzees' gesture 
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1) many messages and __________between various  

2) When __________ a dominant individual following an  

3) nervous __________may approach with  

4) may make gestures of __________, such as touching 

26. Choice of Investments  
1) more likely to invest in aggressive and growth _________, 

2) while women are more likely to choose _________ funds.  

3) "Males are risk takers, _________it's in their choice of car  

4) the choices _________ about retirement savings.  

27. Climate  
1) Climate is the word we _________for weather over a long 

2) The desert has a ______________climate 

3) because there is very little _________ 

4) The UK has a ___________ climate, which means winters 

are, 

5) mild and __________, generally don' t get too hot.  

28. Clones 
1) biomass of clones ____________ outside small towns 

upstate 

2) The growth gap comes from _____________ damage,  

3) chemists have known that _________ may spike 

skyscraper  

4) cumulative ozone exposure from ____________ pollution  

5) that __________ in and lingers.  

6) hang-around ozone is the _________ factor in tree growth,  

7) rural areas ________ the _________for urban pollution 

29. Colorful Poison Frogs  
1) Amazon owe their great ___________to ancestors that 

leapt  

2) Andes have been a __________source of diversity for the  

3) one of the largest _____________of biological diversity on 

Earth.  

4) The finding runs ____________to the idea that Amazonian  

5) within the ____________forest itself.  

6) Amazonian biodiversity by looking only in the __________.  

30. Complementary Therapies  
1) such as those _____________by naturopaths, 

chiropractors and acupuncturists - have become 

increasingly popular in  

2) Australia over the last few ____________.  

3) Interest initially coincided with __________for alternative 

lifestyles,  

4) China have also had an _________.  

5) scientific research into their _____________. 
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31. Coral reef 
1) Coral reefs __________more marine life than any other 

2) not __________, a favorite pursuit for many divers.   

3) What is more, this number is expected to __________ in 

coming decades  

32. Critical thinking 
1) many different __________ and perspectives.  

2) It involves going beyond the __________ or beyond “easy”  

3) seek new understanding and rare __________.  

4) everyday conflicts with probing __________,  

33. Dark Energy 
1) is made up of a ____________known as “dark energy”,  

2) “dark matter”that can only be _________ through its 

gravitational effects,  

3) These __________require a shift in our perception as 

great as  

4) after Copernicus’s ___________ that the Earth moves 

around the Sun.  

34. David Lynch 
1) _________ to this he was sub dean in the Faculty  

2) the University’s Noosa ____________David’s career  

3) in the early 1980’s and ____________ to four principal 

4) positions before __________ higher education.  

35. Dendrochronology 
1) each ring __________the amount of rain  

2) and the __________ at which the rain f  

3) allow one to reconstruct __________ climate;  

4) and a __________of narrow rings means a __________. 

36. Distance learning  
1) distance learning can _____________ the needs of a 

diverse population.  

2) often talked about ______________ of distance learning is 

the  

3) For __________ who are struggling  

4) _____________there are no on-campus courses to attend,  

37. Diversity of the Amazon Basin 
1) Andes have been a _________ source of diversity for the 

2) one of the largest __________of biological diversity on 

Earth.  

3) The finding runs _________ to the ea that Amazonian 

diversity is the result of evolution  

4) only within the ___________forest itself. “ 

5) biodiversity by looking only in the __________ 
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38. DNA on a Crime Scene  
1) Fingerprints can __________ that a suspect was actually 

at the scene of a crime 

2) DNA can help the police to _________ an individual to 

crack a case. 

3) An institute in London can help _________ DNA  

4) be used to match with the _________taken from the crime 

39. Economic depression  
1) banks began to fail at __________rates.  

2) It's estimated that 4,000 banks __________during the 

one year of 1933. By 1933,  

3) depositors saw $140 billion __________through bank 

failures.  

40. Edible Insects 
1) the menu for an _____________ 80 per cent of the world’s 

population.  

2) More than 1000 species of insects are ___________ up 

around the world.  

3) made from midges – are a ___________ in parts of Africa.  

4) ____________ is so high that 40 species are  

5) now under ___________ including white agave worms. 

These caterpillars of the tequila  

6) giant-skipper butterfly ____________around $250 a 

kilogram. 

7) Eating insects makes ______________ sense.  

8) Some contain more____________ than meat or fish.  

9) Insects can be a good___________ of 

10) For example, it is _____________ for 225 grams of 

macaroni to contain up to 225 insect fragments. 

41. Edison  
1) Thomas Alva Edison was _____________a scientist  

2) Born in 1847, Edison would see ___________change take 

place in his lifetime.  

3) society still _____________of electricity as a __________ 

4) Much of the ____________for that progress goes to 

Edison. 

5) Edison______________1,093 inventions,  

6) Besides the light bulb, Edison _____________the 

phonograph  

7) He also__________upon the original design of the stock  

8) In __________to this important American,  

9) electric lights in the United States were _________for one 

minute on October 21, 1931,  

42. EE & AVG 
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1) cannot meet the____________ exercise intensities 

2) but can’t be a_____________of exercise… 

43. Egg-Eating Snakes  
1) small group of snakes whose _____ consists only of eggs.  

2) they have to swallow _______, as the snake has no teeth.  

3) it requires special ___________. These snakes have 

spines that  

4) The spines___________ the egg __________as it passes 

through the throat. 

44. E-learning 
1) We believe ___________in e-learning.  

2) opens up new ___________ for busy professionals  

3) did not previously exist the ___________ to combine  

4) a demanding professional and personal ___________.  

5) facilitate intensive ___________ and collaboration  

45. English is changing  
1) we can be ____________about word origins and the 

stories  

2) we____________ a queasy distaste for any change that 

might be  

3) There are even language critics who are ___________that  

4) being progressively_____________through long years of 

mistreatment.  

46. Enigma  
1) Nature is no longer an alien ______________, but instead 

something immediately beautiful,  

2) an _____________ ______________with space for us to 

join in. Bird  

3) always been called songs for a _____________.   

47. Environmentalists 
1) Although environmentalists have been 

_____________about this situation for decades 

2) governments are beginning to____________ that without  

3)  And they are beginning to take______________ action. 
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48. Essays 
1) Essays are used as an assessment tool to 

___________your ability to research a topic and  

2) construct an _______________, as well as your 

understanding of subject content.  

3) your lecturer has said _____________ the course.  

4) explore in greater _________ aspects of the course - 

theories,  

5) aspects to a _____________ context. It is your opportunity 

to articulate your ideas 

6) but in a _____________ way: using formal academic style. 

49. Estee Lauder 
1) A little business that ______________45% of the 

cosmetics market in U.S. department stores. 

2) answer the telephones who____________ her voice to 

become the shipping or billing department as needed. 

3) She started her ______________by selling skin creams  

4) She ______________ the bosses of New York City 

department 

5) approach that proved as _____________as the promise of  

6) her skin ______________ and perfumes. 

50. Exams looming  
1) You start _____________how you're going to cope with it 

all.  

2) Fear and _________are ____________things and they 

can take hold if you don't do something about them.  

3) motivated and more _______________.  

4) clearly and _____________about it.  

5) all the things you have to do to __________for the exams. 

6) leave time for __________of your lecture notes.  

51. Farming  
1) Bennett had become increasingly __________at how the  

2) seemed to be encouraging an __________farming binge.  

3) the Department of Agriculture for __________people.  

4) Great Plains were working __________nature,  

5) he __________in speeches.  

52. Fawaz Siddiqi  
1) They must also be able to __________budgets,  

2) __________a large and diverse staff  

3) and __________difficult marketing and legal decisions.  

4) Dr. Siddiqi, who __________one day to __________a  

5) This past autumn he __________in a health-sector MBA  

53. Fingerprints 
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1) Fingerprints can _____________ that a suspect  

2) help the police to _____________ an individual to crack a 

case.  

3) London can help _____________ DNA and  

4) be used to match with the _____________ taken from  

54. First-year students  
1) the University may be their first _________________ living 

away from home  

2) an _____________period of time.  

3) It is a _____________break from home. 

4) have to part with _______________Mummy and Daddy.  

5) But they are only just a phone call away and it is really 

good to have some _____________without them.  

6) self-confident and ___________successful!  

7) feel both wonderful and ______________.  

8) why you're going etc.  ….. __________ of the things you 

rely on  

9)  _____________ adjustments to new environments. 

6) roommates are of different ___________with very different 

values. Flower Attract Insects 

7) Flowers will release an ____________smell.  

8) A scientist andher ______________did an experiment in  

55. Flower Attract Insects 
1) Flowers will release an ______________ smell.  

2) A scientist and her ______________did an experiment 

56. Folklore  
1) Folklore A modern term for the __________of 

_________customs,  

2) _____________, stories, dances, and songs that have 

been adopted  

3) a given ____________by processes of repetition not  

4) reliant on the written ____________.  

5)  this broad _____________of cultural forms  

6) mouth is said to _________an oral _________.  

57. Foreign policy  
1) this aphorism nevertheless has an __________of truth.  

2) at least in the _____________years 

3) are greatly_____________ by its frontier policy,  

4) especially when there are no _____________borders.  

5) princes to gain their _____________(as well as handsome 

tributes or the coffers of the state),  

6) buffer states in areas _______________the frontiers. 

58. Genetic test 
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1) has a broader _______________ by screening for many 

different types  

2) as well as measuring the _______________of drugs being 

3) _______________ people without PD had high levels of 

the protein. 

4) around 15% of those _______________ may actually be  

5) it can measure the rate of _______________ and severity 

of the disease 

59. Genetically Modified Food  
1) provide no _______________benefit to 

_______________;  

2) the food is not _______________better or cheaper.  

3) The greater benefit, _______________argue, is that 

genetic engineering will  

4) play a crucial role in _______________the world’s 

_______________population.  

5) _______________that the world already grows more food 

per person than  

6) ever before – more, even, than we can _______________.  

60. Global Textile Industry  
1) For every ton of cloth _______________, 200 tons of 

water is polluted  

2) stitch materials into everything from T-shirts to towels, 

_______________behind mountains of solid waste and a 

massive carbon footprint.   

3) Mr.Chaudhary has steered Pratibha _______________the 

leading  

4) in central India _______________its factories.  

5) and a guarantee of fair- trade prices for 

_______________crops.  

61. Good looks win votes  
1) The _______________is that beauty is in the eye 

2) or a facetious _______________? It’s hard to find anyone  

3) assessing him politically as well as _______________.  

62. Gun violence 
1)  makes adolescents twice as ____________to perpetrate  

2) a University of Michigan ____________.  

3) Researchers found there is a ___________cause and 

___________ _____________between exposure  

63. Hard work 
1) It is important to ____________ the need for hard work  

2) some people ____________ the more or  

3) less instant ____________which comes from   

4) the rather more ____________ process of reading the 
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5) unless they rapidly acquire a ____________ for text 

64. Health professionals  
1) older than the _____________population,  

2) However, the __________of the population who visited  

3) The lower rates for people aged 65 years and over 

___________with the rate of visits  

4)  lower levels of _______________of complementary 

therapies by older  

65. High-protein diet 
1) since the two diets _____________an equal amount  

2) When the _____________ in other studies were  

3) beneficial effect on muscle _____________ by the higher- 

4) unless the supplements and are _____________with 

vitamins and minerals. 

66. History books 
1) but what historians _____________. They cannot put   

2) the history curriculum was the subject of considerable 

public and media _____________. Politicians argued 

about it;  

3) Margaret Thatcher, _____________in the debate.  

4) the history of Britain should take _____________of 

_____________, and those who favored  

67. History of Vaccination 
1)  the history of_____________ can be traced back  

2) immunize themselves by drinking snake___________.  

3) The first vaccination was___________ with human 

smallpox, a practice widely carried out in ancient India,  

4) 4suffering from ___________  form of smallpox virus  

5) infection and ___________ the sample to a healthy 

6)  smallpox vaccine was ___________ E. Jenner came up 

with  

7) but continued to be ___________.  

68. How does outer space affect the human body? 
1) in a zero-gravity ___________----such as that inside  

2) result in loss of bone density and ___________to the 

body’s ___________.  

3) That’s partly why stays aboard the ISS are ___________at 

six months.  

4) their 20/30 ___________after spending time in space 

69. Impressionism  
1) ___________  of Impressionist painting include visible 

brush open composition, ___________ on light in its 

changing  
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2) The name of the movement is ___________ from Claude 

Monet's I  

3) drawing___________ from the work of painters  

4) They also took the ___________ of painting out of the 

studio and into the world.  

5) they could ___________ the momentary and transient 

effects of sunlight by painting air (in plain air).  

70. Interdisciplinary centre  
1) Physics to ___________on research that concerns them  

2) in an area where they ___________--in the physics of the  

3) Astronomical observations have ___________ the 

presence of dark matter and dark energy,  

4) ___________that challenge our knowledge of fundamental 

physics.  

5) And today's leading theories in physics ___________ 
energies so high  

6) They need the universe as their ___________. Dr. Steven 

Weinberg,  

7) called the Centre's ___________ “a very exciting 

development”for that department.  

71. Interior design 

1) Interior design is ___________  with the function and 

operation  

2)  draws upon many other ___________, such as  

72. Jean Piaget  
1) watching children and ___________ over reports of  

2) He found, to put it ___________, that children don't think 

like grownups.  

3) Piaget began to___________ that behind their cute and  

4) seemingly illogical ___________ were thought processes  

5) Einstein called it a ___________ “so simple  

6) remarkably ___________research career  

7) he ___________a way of thinking about children  

8) today’s education-reform ___________.   

73. Job-hunting  
1) first ___________are critical.  

2) when greeting you is your ___________; thus, you must 

make every effort  

3)  but it will give you a ___________edge and  

4) a ___________first impression.  

5) a quick scan of your ___________.  

6) With resumes, it is a quick scan of your ___________.  

7)  dressed that sets the ___________of the interview.  
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8)  try and do a little ___________of your 

___________employer  

9) look as though you ___________in with the organization. 

10)  If you overdress (which is ___________ but can happen).  

74. Just-in-time  
1) meet customer ___________exactly,  

2) ___________the ‘customer’ is the final purchaser  

3)  another process ___________along the production line. 

4)  mean producing with ___________waste. ‘Waste’ is taken 

in its most general sense  

75. Kashmiri  
1) spring at the ___________of the annual influx of 

___________.  

2) the hyacinth-choked ___________of Dal Lake saw 

___________of ___________painted shikaras  

3) carrying Indian___________, boho westerners, young 

travellers and wide-eyed Japanese.  

4) Carpet-sellers ___________their skills,  

5) as did ___________of anything remotely 

___________while the house boats  

6) countless Kashmiri business people ___________, at least 

35,000  

7) and the houseboats ___________.  

8) Any foreigners ___________ there ___________their 

___________ - proved in 1995 

76. Lake Turkana 
1) This ___________ of Africa was home to some  

2) have found piles of ___________ (both human and 

3) stones that humans used as ___________.  

4) By carefully uncovering and ___________these remains,  

77. Language comes naturally 
1) All over the world members of our ___________ fashion 

their breath  

2) contain information about the ___________of the person 

making them.  

78. Legal Deposit 
1) thereby its ___________ record and future  

2) to ___________the material for the use  

3) The legal deposit system also has ___________for 

authors and publishers 

4) are ___________ for the benefit of future generations 

5) Publications are ___________ in the online catalogues,  

6) and become an essential ___________resource for 

generations to come. 
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79. Life expectancy at birth 
1) on the length of life ___________ than its quality  

2)  ___________ a boy could expect to live to 7 3 years. 

3) boys 'life expectancy increased ___________more than 

girls 

80. Linguistic effects 
1) central role of ___________to law and other sociocultural 

2) In particular, the ___________ that people  

3) combine with ___________ structuring to create powerful  

4) precisely analytic ___________ for tracking those effects. 

81. Liquidity 
1) inflationary ___________ may build up or bubbles may 

appear in  

2) A slackening of ___________ activity or a drop in asset 

prices  

3) are not liquid enough (the second concept) or if they 

cannot find a buyer for ___________. 

82. Locust 
1) are on the menu for an ___________ 80 percent. 

2) are a ___________ in parts of Africa.  

3) giant-skipper butterfly ___________ around $250  

4) Eating insects make ___________ sense.  

5) Insects can be a good ___________ of vitamins and 

6) it is ___________ for 225 grams of macaroni  

83. London's National Portrait Gallery 
1) the fifty-year ___________ of photographer  

2) portraits on ___________ depict key ___________ in  

3) many of which ___________ in Lousada's book Public  

4) taken on films ___________ and unguarded portraits  

84. Lure New Students 
1) In an attempt to ___________ new students,  

2) admissions and ___________ of four years’ work 

experience  

3) and___________have set their sights on recent college 

graduates  

4) so-called ‘early career ___________ with only a couple 

years  

85. Maya descendants  
1) it’s meant to ___________their abiding ___________on 

this miraculous grass,  

2) the ___________of their diet for almost 9,000 years.  

3) a considerable extent a ___________ of this plant. 

86. Microorganism  
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1) derived from living ___________were applied to wounds 

to  

2) destroy ___________, the fact that  

3) a microorganism is ___________of destroying  

4) another species was not ___________until the latter half 

of the 19th century.  

5) this action might be put to ___________use.  

87. Mike’s Research  
1) Mike’s research is ___________on bacteria  

2) inhabit extreme ___________, and for the past 12 years  

3) he has edited a major ___________on phototrophic 

bacteria  

4) as chief editor of the ___________Archives of 

Microbiology.  

5) Mike’s nonscientific___________include forestry, reading 

6) He lives ___________a peaceful and quiet lake with his 

wife,  

88. Move to a new region  
1) The ___________for moving can come from a 

combination of what researchers  

2) sometimes call 'push and pull ___________' -  

3) motivate people to move ___________seeking a better 

climate, leaving the ___________of city living,  

4) personal reasons may ___________to motivate a person 

or family to move.  

89. Movement in painting 
1) Movement in painting that ___________ in France in the 

1860s  

2) The Impressionists wanted to ___________real life,  

3)  first used abusively to ___________ Claude Monet’s 

painting Impression  

4) but all ___________ with effects of light and movement  

5) brush strokes and ___________ of color dabbed side-by-

side  

6) a major influence on the more ___________ and 

___________British 

7) an influential figure who ___________ many younger 

artists.  

90. National Gallery of Canada 
1)  brings together for the first ___________ landscapes 

painted by French impressionist  

2) Pierre-Auguste Renoir ___________ to the National 

Gallery of Canada this June.  
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3) The ___________ in Ottawa worked with the National 

Gallery of London  

4) the Philadelphia Museum of Art to___________together   

5) 60 Renoir ___________ from 45 public and private 

collections. 

91. Natural capital 
1) but our wealth and wellbeing also ___________  on 

natural capital.  

2) we risk ___________  the services  

3) purifying our water, ___________  our climate, 

4) makers with ___________  ways to assess the true 

92. New ideas 
1) First, new ideas are the ___________ of progress.  

2) Without them, ___________ reigns.  

3) an ___________ working on a new kind of structure,  

4) an ___________ charged with developing 

5) plan a memorable school ___________ program,  

6) your ability to ___________good ideas is critical to your 

93. No parents 
1) may be their first ___________ living away from  

2) home for an ___________ period of time.  

3) It is a ___________break from home. The individual's  

4) usual ___________ of support are no longer  

5) present to ___________ adjustment to the unfamiliar  

6) may provide realistic ___________ concerning 

7) living ___________ and social life on campus.  

94. Non-attendance  
1) the causes of truancy and ___________are diverse  

2) Each child has her own ___________story, 

3)  child demands and ___________an individual response  

4) This applies ___________to the 14-year-old   

5) he is ___________about changing for PE in front of peers  

95. Number and form 
1) from the ___________ of the stars to the pulses   

2) from the ___________ of our hearts to catching a ball  

3) and introducing ___________ from Alcibiades, 

4) this ___________ book makes the mysteries  

96. Nutrition  
1) need to revise our ___________ for healthy eating  

2) as well as a ___________. It's an art  

3) our environment ___________, it's becoming increasingly  

4) will be ___________ for everyone. 

97. Ocean floor  
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1) a 2,000-km- long-coral ___________off the north-eastern 

coast of Australia.  

2) make most of the deep ocean floor a 

___________environment with few life forms.  

3) This exciting discovery was not really a ___________. 

Since the early1970s,  

4) because it was totally ___________, was the discovery of  

5) giant tube worms, huge clams, and mussels - that 

___________around the hot springs.  

98. Octopus 
1) They nurse and protect __________ body parts,  

2) octopuses also have __________ sensory capacities  

3) large nervous systems and __________ behavior makes it 

all but certain.  

4) might be like for an octopus is __________by the odd 

relationship  

99. Olympic medalists  
1) Medvec et al. ___________that bronze medalists 

compared themselves to 4th place finishers,  

2) ___________silver medalists compared themselves to 

gold medalists.  

3) These counterfactuals were the 

most___________because  

4) categorically different (medal vs. no medal) from what 

___________occurred. Drawing on archival data and 

experimental studies 

5) based on their ___________expectations  

6) higher than ___________of bronze medalists. 

100. Omniscience 

1) as Johnson said, is of two ___________，  

2) you may know of the___________of information may, with 

proper training, become almost boundless.  

3) And here come the ___________ and use of reference 

books— 

4) and applying your own ___________ to both.  

5) they can easily be made to be ___________ to idleness 

101. Opportunity Cost 

1) ___________ ，we use up resources   

2) The ___________ of opportunity cost  

3) suppose the ___________ to studying economics  

4) studying for history a ___________use of your time 

102. Orchestra 
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1) filled with rows of tall ___________. In the early evening or 

on a 

2) weekend morning,  

3) you'll hear the ___________ of classical music drifting 

from a piano, played by a 10-year old or a grandmother in 

her seventies.  

4) ___________ down another alley toward 

___________and you'll hear  

5) In China, classical music is ___________as mightily as the 

1812 Overture.  

6) home to China's oldest ___________, forte in Beijing  

7) private music ___________in Shanghai  

103. Oxford medical school  
1)  didn't put very much ___________on this decision at the 

time. But today,  

2) more clearly understand the ___________of leaving my 

original profession.  

3) sense how our views on medical problems have 

___________.  

4) knowledge have ___________, the years spent reading  

5) these years were partly a ___________of time now that I 

am pursuing a research career.  

6) they can ___________a human being. I hope to retain 

these memories as a guide in my current occupation.  

104. Papal reform  
1) several proposals have been ___________to make the 

Western calendar  

2) more useful or ___________. Very few reforms, such as  

3) had gained official ___________, but each was put out of 

use shortly after its introduction.  

105. Paris is very old 
1) more barricades ___________by the rebellious population; 

that work was carried out in the middle 19th century.  

2) The earlier Paris had been ___________a maze of narrow 

streets and alleyways.  

3) whose houses were ___________ razed, and whose 

neighbourhoods disappeared.  

4) especially when buildings are torn ___________. 

106. People need exercise  
1) Most people do not get enough exercise in their 

___________routines.  

2) from ___________can openers to power steering  

3) much less physically ___________.  
4) they are carrying around too ___________fat.  
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107. Peter Garrett 
1) No one in Parliament would know better than Peter Garrett 

what largesse copyright can confer so it may seem right 

that  

2) he should announce a ___________ for artists,  

3) But that ignores the truth that copyright law is a 

___________,  

4) recently ___________ by the Free Trade Agreement  

5) great-grandchildren are still ___________the benefits  

6) The ___________ is that being pensants politicians  

7) any public benefit could___________.  

108. Pinker  
1)  lives may have ___________as evolutionary. Sometimes 

it  

2) seems as if nothing is ___________from being  

3) all may have their ___________in natural selection,  

4) that men and women might ___________in their inborn 

abilities  

5) may have ___________influence on personality.  

109. Plagiarism 
1) work ___________ electronic detection software called 

Turnitin.  

2) This software ___________students  

3) work ___________ text on the Internet, in journal articles 

and  

4) within previously ___________ work  

5) highlights any matches it ___________. 

110. Plainness 
1) Now that doesn't mean that plainness is the only good 

style, or that  

2) you should become a ___________ to spare, unadorned 

writing.  

3) and in ___________ hands complexity  

4) should ___________to be sensibly simple 

5) relatively simple sentences ___________clear actions or 

identities.  

6) it increases the chances a busy ___________ will bother 

to pay attention 

7) it lets you ___________ more attention on your moments 

of rhetorical flourish 

8) which I do not advise ___________ altogether  

111. Planes  
1) By 2025, government experts' say, America's skies will 

swarm with  
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2) three ___________as many as planes 

3) There will be___________of tiny ___________, seating 

six or fewer,  

4) at airliner ___________, competing for space  

5) help avoiding mid-air ___________, and with commercially  

6) carrying ___________and tourists into space.   

112. Politics and international relations 
1) Students will learn about the ___________ of political 

institutions in  

2) students receive a ___________ and current education in 

the range of  

3) They will also choose an elective major from a wide 

choice of ___________political communication,  

4) problem-solving and ___________capacities to work with 

others.  

5) They will also develop ethically based and socially 

___________attitudes and behaviors. 

113. Poverty 
1)  a global scale ___________ establishing a uniform 

poverty  

2) which adjusts for differences in the ___________ of goods  

3)  generally used for the ___________ developed countries,  

4) used for middle ___________economies such as those of 

East Asia 

114. Pre-Raphaelite 
1) Founded in 1848, it ___________on a group of three 

young artists 

2) radically turning away from the old studio 

___________and  

3) bringing painting into direct ___________with nature.  

4) With an eye for absolute ___________, every detail was 

now  

5) to have intense realist as well as ___________ meaning. 

115. Progressive enhancement  
1) based on the idea that instead ___________for the least 

capable browser,  

2) and ___________enhance the appearance  

3) ___________hours working out  

4) ___________to progressive enhancement   

116. Promoting good customer service  
1) how important this ___________of their business is,  

2) they will be at an instant ___________in their industry  

3) Good customer response ___________to loyal customers, 

which are the cornerstone of any successful business.  
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4) No matter how money you invest in your ___________,  

5) it's ___________money.  

117. Psychoanalytic and behaviorist 
1) behaviorist theories ___________ in modern approaches 

to personality.  

2) neuroscience have begun to ___________ the gap 

between biochemistry  

3) how can we begin to ___________ risk takers  

4) we will be unable to ___________ their genes with those 

of others. 

118. Pullman historic district 
1) Built in 1880 on 4,000 acres of ___________ outside of 

the  

2) was the first industrial planned ___________in the United 

States.  

3) which contained 531 ___________, some of which stand 

today  

119. Purpose of TV Advertising  
1) take a rest or ___________their ___________?  

2) Furthermore, is the main ___________between programs 

and commercials  

3) some children are able to ___________between programs 

and  

4) commercials and are ___________of the intent of TV 

advertising 

120. Reading process 
1) Reading is an active process, not a ___________ one.  

2) We always read within a ___________ context,  

3) and this will shape how we ___________ it.  

4) knowledge will also ___________ the strategies  

121. Reality  
1) Surely, reality is what we think it is; reality is 

___________to us by our experiences.  

2) To one ___________or another, this view of reality  

3) if only ___________. I certainly find myself ___________ 

this way in day-to-day life;  

4) it’s easy to be ___________ by the  

5) face nature ___________directlyto our senses.  

6) since first ___________ Camus’ test, I’ve learned that  

7) modern science ___________ a very different story. 

122. Recruitment approaches 
1) their most ___________ recruitment tool 

2)  any special ___________on the part of their program. 
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3) fruitful, ___________for newer programs.  

4)  proven to be a ___________to alternative programs.  

123. Retirement  
1) For a start, we need to change our ___________of 

'retirement',  

2) Today, government encourages them to ___________their 

retirement.  

3) where mature age workers ___________reduce their 

hours 

4) Employers of choice remove the ___________between 

the different segments  

5) the needs of employers and employees can be met 

___________.  

124. Sales activities 
1) The book ___________ how sales can help organizations  

2) more ___________ customers and a more complex  

3) in customer power, ___________ makes it necessary  

4) within the industry ___________ is still uncertainty  

5) and how it ___________ into their organizations business  

125. Sales Representatives  
1) some form of goals needs to be in place ___________and 

___________ their ___________.  

2) a number of service calls they ___________during a set 

time period.  

3) The success of the business ___________the successful 

sales  

4) marketing efforts that go into ___________the sales force 

sells.  

126. Scientist’s Job  
1) have assumptions and do ___________.  

2) he got his ___________.  

3) Then there are a lot of ___________ from scientists.  

4) The scientists around the world have a ___________of 

world.  

127. Seatbelt  
1) has made me re-examine my ___________.  

2) Adams has completely ___________my confidence in 

these  

3) in which the wearing of seat bells is ___________had on 

average . 

128. Shark bite 
1) Shark bite numbers ___________steadily over the last 

century  

2) and___________more time at the seashore.  
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3) But the numbers have ___________ over the past five 

years  

4) as overfishing ___________ the shark population near 

shore  

5) and swimmers ___________ about the risks of wading  

129. Shark’s Personalities 
1) a better understanding of sharks’ ___________ may help 

scientists  

2) like prey and ___________. Some sharks are shy 

3) some are ___________, and some prefer to stick  

130. Significance of instinct in business 
1) risk-taking is more an ___________of faith than a carefully 

balanced choice.  

2) Frequently, such moments require ___________and 

absolute  

3) A computer program cannot tell you how to invent and 

launch a new ___________  

4) That ___________ involves too many unknowns, too 

much luck - and too much sheer intuition,  

5) rather than the infallible ___________that machines 

deliver so well. 

6) I have been ___________too often by reams of due 

diligence from the accountants and lawyers.  

131. Smart organisms  
1) employ sophisticated ___________ to look for food and  

2) might travel in a way that ___________their foraging.  

3) have a rudimentary ___________, being  

132. Sociology  
1) It is usually ___________as one of the social sciences 

(along with subjects like psychology)  

2) and was established as a ___________in the late 18th 

century   

3) the subject has only really gained ___________as an 

academic subject  

4)  (150-200 years) ___________in Britain 

133. Space work for an astronaut  
1) the work is ___________out alongside the craft.  

2) They also need to make sure the Space ___________.  

3) ___________the craft, they can see how the seeds react 

in the space.  

4) seeds to them to ___________how seeds change their 

biological character.  
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5) they can set ___________experiments or clean up the 

space rubbish.  

134. SpaceX Dragon Capsule 
1) SpaceX’s Falcon 9 rocket lifted off from Cape Canaveral, 

Florida, on Friday at 1845 GMT (1445 EDT),  

2) reaching ___________ 9 minutes later.  

3) The rocket lofted an uncrewed ___________ of SpaceX’s  

4)  a ___________development for the US human space 

5) SpaceX hopes to win a NASA ___________to launch  

6) which currently make these trips, are ___________ to 

retire for safety reasons at the end of 20 

135. Sportswomen 
1) if the paper records don't ___________, we need to get 

out and start interviewing people 

2) not to put too fine a ___________ on it,  

3) while we still have a ___________. After all 

4) then the stories are ___________ too. 

136. Statistical theory  
1) that ___________humanity.  

2) Statistical analysis are ... ___________...  

3)  improve their strain of products ___________the effective  

137. Stock of Australian housing 

1) Th Australia's dwellings is ___________ with current  

2) on average with ___________ ___________ of couple  

3) with children and ___________ couple only   

4) This ___________ examines the changes  

138. Study space  
1) You can study anywhere. Obviously,  

2) some places are ___________ than others  

3) study should not be ___________.  

4) Distractions can ___________, and the first thing you 

know 

5)  environment a ___________of your study ___________.  

139. Surface Water  
1) are ___________water. 

2) water treatment need to ___________them out in order to 

balance  

3)  bind with ___________) steadily 

4) ... to reduce ___________.  

140. Sustainable Job Growth  
1) may be seen as ___________job growth.  

2) However, if the ___________between improving  

3) the quality of ___________jobs and creating new jobs  

4) work stress among ___________and future workers  
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5) highlights these ___________, and describes the context 

141. Symbiosis  
1) Symbiosis is a biological ___________in which two 

species  

2) live in ___________ proximity to each other  

3) benefit one or ___________ of the organisms.   

4) this ___________ of symbiosis is known as mutualism. 

142. Symbiosis 2 
1) a general term for ___________interactions in which two 

species live together  

2) in a long-term, ___________association.  

3) a relationship that ___________both parties  

143. Teenage daughter  
1) responsible—and reckless ___________? Easily,  

2) Harvard Medical School (HMS) who have been 

___________the ___________structure 

3) “It’s a paradoxical time of ___________. These are people 

with  

4) drive muscles to ___________rhythmically in a way that 

produces running or walking,  

5) depending on the ___________of pulses.  

6) switch between different ___________, such as going 

from a standstill to walking.  

144. Teens writing 
1) to ___________ a good grade,  

2) when they can ___________ topics that are relevant  

3) and ___________greater enjoyment of school writing  

4) who challenge them, ___________ them with interesting 

teens.   

145. The amount of sleep 
1) The amount of sleep you need depends on many 

___________,  

2) As you get older, your sleeping ___________change.  

3) Getting enough sleep is ___________to your health  

4) because it boosts your ___________ system, which 

makes  

5) He or she may be able to ___________ the cause of sleep  

146. The emperor penguin 
1) on the top of their chest brighten ___________ their black 

heads.  

2) They are true Antarctic birds, rarely ___________ in the 

subantarctic waters.  
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3) her mate to incubate ___________she goes to sea to 

feed.   

4) the egg on his feet, which are ___________in a thick roll  

147. The essence of reasoning 
Clark Hull, ___________that the essence of reasoning  

in some ___________ way, never actually performed  

Howard and Tracey Kendler, ___________a test for children  

the task of learning to ___________ a machine so as  

148. The horned desert viper 
1) Though it lies with its ___________ buried in the sand  

2) developed a computer ___________ of the snake’s  

3) auditory ___________ to explain  

4) how the snake “hears” its ___________ without really 

having the ears for it.  

5) Although the vipers have ___________ears that  

6) can hear ___________ between 200 and 1000 hertz,  

7) The snakes don’t have external ___________,” says  

149. The narrative of law  
1) at the level of individual ___________ and responsibility. 

Criminal  

2) and ___________, to which the state responds  

3) by way of policing, ___________, adjudication and 

punishment.  

4) This is but one ___________at which crime and criminal 

justice can be analysed.  

5) at the level of individual action, ___________in terms of 

responsibility, guilt, evil.  

6) To take but one ___________ it would be absurd to  

150. The Origins of Music  
1) whether it’s country or classical, rock n’ roll or rap – 

___________who we are.  

2) One ___________researcher, however, has proposed that  

3) the playful voices mothers ___________when speaking to 

___________and toddlers.  

4) more fragile infants and a ___________ need for stronger 

relationships between mothers and their newborn babies.  

5) this maternal bond and to help ___________an infant’s 

survival.  

151. The Roman people 
1) regard the French Revolution with either indifference or 

___________.  

2) But as the months went by and the ___________who 

remained in the city  
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3) were less and less ___________ of an early return home,  

4) determined to gain international recognition for the 

Republic, ___________envoys to Rome 

152. The sun and the moon  
1)  make its daily ___________across the sky.  

2) They ___________known as the stars.  

3) the ___________of the universe  

4) for man to ___________the true nature  

5) to ___________ their positions in the sky.  

153. The University of Maryland 
1) The University of Maryland boasts 78 academic programs 

___________in the top 25 nationally  

2) attracting the brightest students and ___________in the 

quality of our academic programs 

3) we are a force to reckon with on a national ___________. 

154. Tomb of Tutankhamun 
1) Instead of the ___________ that usually descends on  

2) For the first time since Howard Carter ___________ the 

tomb in  

3) accompanied by four Egyptologists,  

4) and ___________ to its new home, a high- tech,  

155. Two farms 

1) in their ___________ districts. In particular, each was 

centred around  

2) a magnificent state-of-the-art barn for ___________ and 

milking cows.  

3) both neatly ___________ into oppositefacing rows of cow 

stalls, dwarfed all other barns in the district.  

4) Both farms let their cows ___________ outdoors  

5) and ___________ their production of summer fodder and 

winter hay by irrigating their fields. 

156. Two sentiments  
1) ___________is the desire to start again,  

2) or the new city ___________a new political beginning.  

3) who ___________come whether or not there is any 

planning for their arrival.  

4) The clash between these two sentiments is evident in 

every established city 

(___________/whenever/whereas/until) its  

5) New South Wales, which ___________in the second half 

of the 19th century,  

157. Two siblings  
1) No two siblings are the same, not even 

___________twins.  
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2) Parents often ___________about why their children are so 

different from one another.  

3) They’ll say, I ___________ them I up all the same.  

4) They forget that what ___________our behaviour  

5) how we ___________ what happens to us 

158. Under-nutrition 
1) the ___________ are children. At least 500 million are 

chronically hungry.  

2) The tragic paradox of massive suffering ___________  

global plenty  

3) traces in ___________  to widespread poverty,  

4) which denies access to food ___________  where it piles 

high in village market. 

159. University Science  
1) The society ___________ that as few as six departments 

(those at Durham, Cambridge, Imperial, UCL,  

2) Bristol and Oxford) could remain ___________ by 2014. 

Most recently  

3) The closures have been blamed on a ___________ in 

student applications,  

4) but money is a ___________: chemistry degrees  

5) and some scientists ___________  that the way  

6) the government concentrates research ___________ on a 

small number  

7) exacerbates the ___________.  

160. Use Your Time Well 
1) how many marks are ___________ for each part when 

you answer it.  

2) if you have time to ___________ later. And if you can't 

think of an answer to some part 

3) a waste of your ___________ time (and the examiner's). 

 
161. UW course description  

1) The UW course descriptions are ___________ regularly 

during   

2) are subject to change without ___________ and do not  

3) constitute an ___________ between the University of  

4) the responsibility of ___________ the appropriate 

academic unit  

162. Video-Conferencing Technology 
1) long-haul flights to ___________ face-to-face business  

2) the resulting ___________  on the environment.  

3) without the time ___________  or environmental  
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4) can bring people together from up to five ___________ 

locations anywhere in  

5) with ___________  transmission quality. 

163. Volcanoes  
1) but the gas is usually ___________. When a volcano 

erupts, carbon dioxide spreads out into  

2) the atmosphere and isn't ___________ in one spot.  

3) But sometimes the gas gets trapped ___________ under 

enormous pressure.  

4) If it escapes to the surface in a dense ___________, it can 

push out oxygen-rich air and become deadly.  

164. Walt Disney World  
1) partly because its ___________ aspects appeal powerfully 

to  

2) real needs in the capitalist ___________. Disney’s 

marketing is unique because  

3) it captured the symbolic essence of ___________ but the 

company has  

4) and ___________ film strips all point to the parks and 

each other.  

165. Water security  

1) with a ___________ impact on the poor. 

With current projected global population growth,  

2) the task of providing water for human ___________ will 

become increasingly difficult.  

3) The UN is doing a great deal in both areas to proactively 

foster ___________ among Member States.  

4) with partner UN ___________ and other organizations. 

Looking ahead,  

166. Well-being 
1) and will be ___________ and published annually.  

2) Well-being is discussed in ___________ of the economy, 

people and the environment. Information  

3) such as the unemployment rate or ___________  of 

crimes against  

4) the person are presented alongside ___________  on 

people’s thoughts and feelings,  

5) for example, satisfaction with our jobs or ___________  

time and fear of crime.  

167. What is music 
1) What is music? In one sense, this is an easy 

___________.  
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2) when we hear them and name a few canonical 

___________.  

3) even if our ___________ of music is restricted,  

168. What makes you happy? 
1) often more ___________  than your own best guess. 

2) “Rather than closing our eyes and ___________  the 

future,  

3) which ___________ them to make a wide variety of poor 

decisions.  

4) Interventions aimed at ___________  the accuracy with  

169. What’s a herbal? 
1) The medical use of plants is ___________  on fragments  

2) wrote a herbal that was ___________  into Latin and 

Arabic.  

3) the text made in Constantinople (modern-day Istanbul) 

___________  from the sixth century. 

4) whose job it was to make the pills and potions 

___________  by physicians. In the next century,  

170. Wind moving  
1) Some winds can move as fast___________ a racing car,  

2) over 100 miles an ___________. Winds can travel around 

the world.  

3) Wind ___________ make you feel cold because you lose  

4) heat from your body___________ when it is windy  

5) Weather forecasters need to ___________ the speed and 

direction of the wind.  

171. Wolf’s perspective 
1) reintroducing the wolves was ___________  with 

increased  

2) such as elk were ___________ sites from which they 

couldn’t easily escape,  

3) the scientists ___________  And as the woody plants and 

trees grew taller and thicker,  

4) beaver ___________  expanded. 

172. Wrinkle cure  
1) a patented ___________ of okra (Hibiscus esculentus) 

seed, to one side of their faces.  

2) After a month the ___________ and number of wrinkles on  

3) is unlikely to be published in a scientific ___________.  

4) Even when ___________ studies are commissioned,  

173. Writing style  
1) or that you should become a ___________ to spare, 

unadorned writing. 

2) and in ___________ hands complexity  
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3) most of the time should ___________ to be sensibly  

4) active verbs and relatively simple sentence ___________  
clear actions  

5) it increases the chances a busy ___________  will bother 

to pay attention,  

6) and it lets you ___________ more attention on your 

moments of rhetorical flourish  

7) which I do not advise ___________ .  
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